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Abstra t.

The ombinatorial stru ture of a d-dimensional simple onvex polytope | as given,
for example, by the set of the (d 1)-regular subgraphs of the fa ets | an be re onstru ted
from its abstra t graph. However, no polynomial/eÆ ient algorithm is known for this task,
although a polynomially he kable erti ate for the orre t re onstru tion exists.
A mu h stronger erti ate would be given by the following hara terization of the fa et
subgraphs, onje tured by M. Perles: \The fa et subgraphs of a simple d-polytope are exa tly all
the (d 1)-regular, onne ted, indu ed, non-separating subgraphs."
We present non-trivial lasses of examples for the validity of the Perles onje ture: In parti ular, it holds for the duals of y li polytopes, and for the duals of sta ked polytopes.
On the other hand, we observe that for any 4-dimensional ounterexample, the boundary
of the (simpli ial) dual polytope P  ontains a 2- omplex without a free edge, and without
2-dimensional homology. Examples of su h omplexes are known; we use a modi ation of
\Bing's house" (two walls removed) to onstru t expli it 4-dimensional ounterexamples to the
Perles onje ture.

1. Introdu tion
If P is a d-dimensional simple polytope, then its graph G = G(P ) is a d-regular, d- onne ted
graph. If F is any fa et of P , then G = G(F ) is a (d 1)-regular, indu ed, onne ted, nonseparating subgraph of P . Whether these properties already hara terize the subgraphs of fa ets
of a simple polytope was asked by Perles [19℄ a long time ago:
Does every (d 1)-regular, indu ed, onne ted, non-separating subgraph of the graph of a
simple d-polytope orrespond to a fa et of P ?
For d  2 this is trivially true, for d = 3 it is equivalent to a basi result of Whitney [22℄.
Perles' question is important in the ontext of re onstru tion of polytopes. (See [15℄ for a
general sour e on re onstru tion of polytopes, and in parti ular for Perles' unpublished work in
this eld.) Simple polytopes an theoreti ally be re onstru ted from their graphs | this was
originally onje tured by Perles, and rst proved by Blind & Mani [4℄, and parti ularly elegantly
by Kalai [14℄. However, although Kalai's proof an be implemented to re onstru t polytopes of
reasonable size [1℄, the re onstru tion is far from easy or eÆ ient (in the theoreti al or pra ti al
sense).
Using ideas from Kalai's paper [14℄, Joswig, Kaibel & Korner [13℄ derived a erti ate for
the re onstru tion of a simple polytope that an indeed be he ked in polynomial time. They
do, however, not (yet) have a polynomial time algorithm to nd/ onstru t su h a erti ate. If
Perles' question had a positive answer, then the re onstru tion would be mu h easier, as was
noted by Kalai [14℄, and by A hatz & Kleins hmidt [1℄. In parti ular, the Perles onje ture
proposes an eÆ ient riterion for re ognizing the fa et subgraphs of simple polytopes, and thus
an easy he k whether a given list of subgraphs is indeed the omplete list of fa et subgraphs.
Here we rst establish that the Perles onje ture is true for non-trivial lasses of polytopes,
in luding all the duals of sta ked polytopes, and the duals of y li polytopes (Se tion 3).
However, our main result is that, perhaps surprisingly, the Perles onje ture is not true in
general. To prove this, we rst identify ertain topologi al obstru tions for the Perles onje ture
(Se tion 4). We then take (known) 2-dimensional omplexes that realize this obstru tion | the
simplest one to handle being known as \Bing's house with two rooms" (with two walls removed).
We des ribe fairly general methods to produ e ounterexamples from su h 2- omplexes.
F
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Nikolaus Witte [23℄ has produ ed a \small" expli it ounterexample, a simple 4-polytope with
f0 = 2592 verti es and f3 = 529 fa ets, along the pres riptions of this paper. It will be presented
as an ele troni geometry model, at www.eg-models.de.
2. Versions of the Perles Conje ture
We will distinguish two slightly di erent versions of the Perles onje ture, where the rst and
stronger version is the one stated in [14℄, see also [25, Problem 3.13*℄.
De nition 1. A simple d-polytope P satis es the Perles onje ture if every indu ed, onne ted,
(d 1)-regular, non-separating subgraph of G(P ) is the graph of a fa et of P .
A simple d-polytope P satis es the weak Perles onje ture if every indu ed, (d 1)- onne ted,
(d 1)-regular, non-separating subgraph of G(P ) is the graph of a fa et of P .
If P is a simple polytope, then its polar dual P  is simpli ial. The verti es and edges of P
orrespond to the fa ets and ridges of P  . The di erent notions in the Perles onje ture for P
have immediate translations to the ombinatori s of P  . This yields the \puzzle" reformulation
of [4℄.
 An indu ed subgraph H of the graph of P orresponds to a olle tion of fa ets and ridges
of P  su h that, whenever two adja ent fa ets belong to the olle tion, then their ommon
ridge also is in the olle tion. We will present this olle tion of fa ets and ridges in terms
of the pure simpli ial (d 1)- omplex (H ) that it generates. The dual graph of this
\pseudomanifold" is the one that the Perles onje ture in the original form refers to.
 The indu ed subgraph H is (d 1)-regular if and only if every (d 1)-simplex in (H ) has
exa tly one free (d 2)-simplex. (A simplex is free in a simpli ial omplex if it is ontained
in exa tly one other/larger fa e of the omplex.)
 The indu ed subgraph H is onne ted if and only if the orresponding sub omplex (H ) is
dually onne ted, that is, any two (d 1)-simpli es an be joined by a hain of su essively
adja ent fa ets and ridges. (This is often alled \strongly onne ted" for pseudomanifolds.)
 The indu ed subgraph does not separate its omplement (graph theoreti ally) if and only if
the orresponding sub omplex does not separate its omplement (topologi ally): this is true
sin e the topologi al omplement retra ts to the \dual blo k omplex" [17℄ whose 1-skeleton
is the graph of the omplement.
 If H is the graph of a fa et, then the orresponding sub omplex (H ) is a vertex star: the
olle tion of all fa ets that ontain a given vertex.
De nition 2. A simpli ial d-polytope satis es the Perles onje ture if the vertex stars are the
only pure (d 1)-dimensional, dually onne ted, non-separating sub omplexes of its boundary
for whi h every maximal simplex has exa tly one free fa e.
A simpli ial d-polytope satis es the weak Perles onje ture if the vertex stars are the only
pure (d 1)-dimensional, dually (d 1)- onne ted, non-separating sub omplexes of its boundary
for whi h every maximal simplex has exa tly one free fa e.
3. Positive results
Before embarking on the onstru tion of ounterexamples, and as an indi ation why these
need to be rather ompli ated, we will here demonstrate that the Perles onje ture is not only
quite plausible, but that it is even true for large lasses of examples: it is ertainly not an
\unreasonable" onje ture. (See also [5℄ for positive eviden e towards the Perles' onje ture.)
We may safely assume that Perles himself veri ed his onje ture for non-trivial lasses of
examples; the Diplomarbeit of Stolletz [21℄ also has a number of positive results. Thus, the
Perles onje ture is true, for example, for all d-dimensional polytopes with d  3 (even without
a restri tion to simple/simpli ial polytopes), for all 4-dimensional simple polytopes with at
most 8 verti es [21, Se t. 5.2.1℄, for all 4-dimensional produ t polytopes [21, Kap. 2℄, for all
4-dimensional y li polytopes [21, Kap. 4℄, and for all sta ked polytopes [21, Satz 3.1.3℄.
Indeed, the treatment of vertex trun ations, and thus of sta ked polytopes, presents no greater
diÆ ulties.
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Proposition 1 ([21, Lemma 3.1.2℄). Trun ation (\ utting o a simple vertex") preserves the
validity of the Perles onje ture: A vertex-trun ated simple d-polytope P 0 :=  (P ) satis es the
Perles onje ture if and only if P satis es it.
v

Corollary 2 (Stolletz [21, Satz 3.1.3℄). All sta ked polytopes (dually: the multiple vertex-trun ations of simpli es) satisfy the Perles onje ture.
We now develop a rather systemati method to prove the Perles onje ture for lasses of
simple polytopes. We demonstrate its use for produ ts, for wedges, and in parti ular for the
duals of y li polytopes. Here is the idea: Let P be a simple d-polytope, G = G(P ) its graph,
with vertex set V . We are interested in (d 1)-regular indu ed onne ted subgraphs H that
don't separate; as indu ed subgraphs they are given by their vertex sets V  V . The `Ansatz'
is to on entrate on the vertex set V = V n V of the omplement of H in G. In the rst step
we (try to) lassify all those vertex sets V  V for whi h
(1) the indu ed subgraph G[V ℄ is onne ted, and
(2) V is triangle- losed and quadrilateral- losed: if V ontains \all but one" verti es of a triangle
or quadrilateral of G, then it must ontain all its verti es.
The rst ondition is ne essary sin e we want H to be non-separating. If the se ond ondition
is violated, then the \missing vertex" has two neighbors in V , and thus has degree at most d 2
in H .
In the se ond step we then identify those sets V for whi h every vertex not in V has exa tly
one neighbor in V . Our hope is then to end up with only the ( omplements of) fa et subgraphs,
plus the trivial ase given by V = V .
H

H

Proposition 3. If two simple polytopes P1 and P2 satisfy the Perles onje ture, then so does
their produ t P1  P2 .

Proof. Let H  G(P1  P2 ) = G1  G2 be a (d1 + d2 1)-regular subgraph that is onne ted
and does not separate (d = d1 + d2 ). Now (Step 1) if the omplement vertex set V satis es (1)
and (2), then it is a produ t set, V = V 1  V 2 .
G2

G1

Figure 1: Property (2) at work in a produ t graph

Now (Step 2) if we an hoose v 2 V n V for i = 1; 2, then this yields a vertex (v1 ; v2 ) 2 H that
in G1  G2 has graph-theoreti distan e at least 2 from the omplement set V 1  V 2 (symbolized
by the vertex  in our gure). Thus this vertex of H has degree d1 + d2 , whi h is impossible.
Hen e we get that the (d1 + d2 1)-regular, indu ed, onne ted and non-separating subgraphs
all have the form H = G1  H2 or H = H1  G2 , where H  G is (d 1)-regular, indu ed,
onne ted and non-separating. By the Perles onje ture, whi h is valid for P , it follows that H
is the graph of a fa et of P , and hen e that H is the graph of a fa et of P1  P2 .
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We refer to Klee & Walkup [16℄ and to Holt & Klee [11℄ for the onstru tion of the wedge
of a polytope P over a fa et F . (It is what you think it ought to be.)

!F P

Proposition 4. If P is a simple d-polytope that satis es the Perles onje ture, and F is a fa et
of P , then ! (P ) satis es the Perles onje ture (and onversely).
F
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Figure 2

Sket h of proof. The vertex set of P 0 := ! (P ) may be de omposed as V [ V [ V , into the
verti es that lie in the fa e F resp. not in the bottom fa et resp. not in the top fa et of the
wedge. In Step 1 one then veri es that if V meets both V and V , then it ontains always
\none or both" from a pair of orresponding top and bottom verti es.
Lemma 5. If d > 2 is odd, then C (n) is ombinatorially equivalent to ! C 1 (n 1) , for
a fa et F 
= C 2 (n 2) . If d > 1 is even, and n = d + 1, then C (n) is a d-simplex; for
n = d + 2 it is a produ t of two 2 -simpli es.
Proof. To be derived from Gale's evenness riterion; see [9, p. 62℄ or [25, p. 14℄.
Theorem 6. The y li polytopes C (n) satisfy the Perles onje ture.
Proof. We work with the duals, P = C (n) . By Propositions 3 and 4 plus Lemma 5, we need
only treat the ase where d = 2e is even, and n > d + 2.
(i.) The graph G = G(C (n) ) has a simple ombinatorial des ription, via Gale's evenness
riterion: Its verti es v orrespond to those subsets S 2 [ ℄ whi h split into a union of e
adja ent pairs modulo n (that is, we identify the elements of [n℄ = f1; : : : ; ng with Z ). The
splitting into adja ent pairs is always unique. We shall all a \blo k" any non-empty union of
adja ent pairs that is ontiguous, that is, without a gap. Two verti es are adja ent if they di er
in a single element, that is, if one arises from the other by moving one blo k by \one unit." This
v if we get
also provides a anoni al orientation on ea h edge: we put a dire ted edge v
from S to T by moving a blo k \up" (mod n). The resulting digraph is, of ourse, not a y li .
F
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One single pair is moved, thus we get an edge of G, and of G0 ,
orresponding to 12356::: ! 13456:::.

Figure 3:

We shall also onsider the subgraph G0  G, whi h has the same vertex set as G, but only
retains those dire ted edges that orrespond to moves of single pairs. (In Figure 4 below, this is
the graph formed by the straight edges only.) The stru ture of the digraph G0 is losely linked
to the poset
L := f(j1 ; j2 ; : : : ; j ) 2 Z : j2 = j2 1 + 1; j2 +1  j2 + 1; j  j1 + n 1g;
equipped with omponentwise partial order. This poset is a distributive latti e. Moreover,
redu tion modulo n de nes a surje tive, and lo ally inje tive, digraph map  : L ! G0 , from
the Hasse diagram of L (n) onto the digraph G0 .
(ii.) Now assume (Step 1) that V  V satis es (1) and (2). Every move of a blo k an be
de omposed into a sequen e of moves of pairs. Thus property (2) implies that also G0 [V ℄ is
onne ted (as an undire ted graph): every dire ted ar in G[V ℄ anoni ally orresponds to a
sequen e of dire ted ar s in G0 [V ℄. Thus G[V ℄ is a y li if and only if G0 [V ℄ is a y li .
(iii.) Next we treat the ase that G0 [V ℄ ontains a dire ted y le. Every su h y le lifts into a
two-way in nite, maximal hain C   1 (V ) in the latti e L. Every element w 2 L is ontained
in a nite interval [v0 ; v00 ℄ between elements v0 ; v00 2 C . Now C restri ts to a maximal hain 0
in the interval [v0 ; v00 ℄, while w will lie on some other maximal hain of this interval. But in
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a distributive (and hen e semimodular) latti e one an move from any maximal hain to any
other one by one-element ex hanges, see Bjorner [3, Se t. 6℄. This implies via (2) not only the
elements of 0 , but also all elements of hains that we an move to, belong to  1 (V ). Thus we
get w 2  1 (V ) = L, and hen e V = V .
A

B

1238
1278
1678
5678

F

E

C

2378
1267
1568
4578
D

D
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2367
1256
1458
C

E
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B

F
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3456
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3467
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3456
2345

0156 1245
1056 0145
1234
1045 0134

1234
A

2378

3478

:::

:::

Figure 4: This depi ts the digraph G, and the latti e L, for

d = 4, n = 8.
The digraph G is nite, the ends are to be identi ed a ording to the apital
letters. It is not planar, but for d = 4 it embeds into a Mobius band. The
latti e L is in nite.

(iv.) Thus we may assume that G0 [V ℄ is a y li . We an then identify G[V ℄ with an indu ed
subgraph of the Hasse diagram of L: every onne ted omponent of  1(V ) is isomorphi to
G0 [V ℄. With this the properties (1) and (2), and lower and upper semi-modularity of the latti e
L, imply that V orresponds to an interval in L (see again [3℄); that is, there are elements
x0 ; x1 2 L su h that G0 [V ℄ is isomorphi to the Hasse diagram of the interval [x0 ; x1 ℄  L. This
orresponds to unique verti es v0 ; v1 2 V su h that V onsists of all verti es of G0 that lie on a
dire ted path of minimal length from v0 to v1 .
(v.) Assume that V ontains no \no-gap vertex," whose set S onsists of one single blo k of
size d. (In the ase d = 4, f. Figure 4, this means that V ontains no vertex on the border of
the Mobius strip.) Then every no-gap vertex needs to have exa tly one neighbor in V , whi h is
a one-gap vertex onsisting of d elements from a blo k of d + 1 adja ent verti es. Every su h
blo k orresponds to a ( 2 + 1)- lique; these liques ontain two no-gap verti es ea h, and ea h
no-gap vertex is ontained in two of these ( 2 + 1)- liques. (In Figure 4, this orresponds to the
hain of triangles in the boundary of the Mobius strip.)
Now we lift the situation to the latti e L, where the hain of liques gives rise to 2 distin t
hains, whi h are disjoint by our assumption n > d +2. The interval [x0 ; x1 ℄ an ontain at most
one element from ea h of the hains. Thus it an ontain at most 2 elements from the hains.
Thus at most d no-gap verti es are adja ent to a vertex in [x0 ; x1 ℄. Proje ting this ba k to G,
we nd that at most d no-gap verti es are adja ent to a vertex in V . But they all have to be,
so we get n  d, a ontradi tion.
(vi.) If V ontains a one-blo k vertex, then we see, using (2), that both v0 and v1 must
be one-blo k verti es. By symmetry, we may then assume that S0 = f1; 2; : : : ; dg and S1 =
fk + 1; : : : ; d + k 1g for some k. This ends Step 1: and Step 2 | the identi ation of those
parameters k for whi h ea h vertex in V n V has exa tly one neighbor in V | is now easy.
d

d

d

d

4. The obstru tion
We now restri t our dis ussion to the ase d = 4, where we will onstru t a ounterexample
to the weak Perles onje ture. From it, one gets ounterexamples to the weak Perles onje ture
in all dimensions d > 4, from the onstru tions of Se tion 3, su h as wedges and produ ts.


The pi tures try to illustrate the situation in

d = 3, though.
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The dis ussion in this se tion motivates our onstru tion; it leads us to well- hara terized
obstru tions to the validity of the Perles onje ture (for any spe i polytope). For simpli ity,
we formulate this for d = 4; the generalization to d  4 is immediate.
Proposition 7. Let P  be a simpli ial 4-polytope whose boundary omplex  := (P  ) ontains a dually onne ted pure 3-dimensional sub omplex , all whose tetrahedra have exa tly one
free triangle in .
Then (and in parti ular ) ontains a pure 2-dimensional, dually onne ted sub omplex
ore( ) without free edges. Moreover, separates the boundary of P  if and only if ore( )
does, and ore( ) is empty if and only if is a vertex star.
In the ase d = 3, ore( ) would be 1-dimensional, with neither a y le (non-separating) nor
a free fa e: a lea ess tree. Thus ore( ) would ne essarily be empty, and is a vertex star.
This (re)proves Whitney's theorem (Perles' onje ture for 3-polytopes).
Proof. We spe ify a pure 2-dimensional sub omplex ore( ) of whi h will omply with our
onditions (the de nition is due to Carsten S hultz): Every tetrahedron  2 has a unique
vertex v() opposite to its free fa e. A triangle  belongs to ore( ) if both its neighboring
tetrahedra 1 ; 2 belong to , and if v(1 ) 6= v(2 ).

Figure 5: If the grey 2- omplex is , then the bla k 1-dimensional sub omplex

is its ore.

Claim 1. The omplex ore( ) has no free edge.
Suppose that % is a free edge of the triangle  2 ore( ). The tetrahedra of  whi h ontain %
are y li ally ordered: 1 ; : : : ;  , as in Figure 6.
n

1


%

2
3

Figure 6

We an assume that  = 1 \ 2 and 3 2 . For, if 3 and  were both not in , then this
would imply v(1 ) = v(2 ), and hen e  62 ore( ).
Be ause 2 \ 3 62 ore( ), we have v(3 ) = v(2 ). This vertex lies in 2 \ 3 , and it annot
be the vertex of 2 that is opposite to  ; thus we get that v(3 ) = v(2 ) 2 %. In parti ular, this
means that 3 \ 4 is not the free fa e of 3 , and thus 4 2 . Iterating these arguments, we see
that 1 ; : : : ;  2 and v( ) = : : : = v(2 ) 6= v(1 ). So,  \ 1 is another triangle in ore( ).
n

n

n

n

Claim 2. The omplex ore( ) is empty if and only if is a vertex star.
If ore( ) is empty, as is dually onne ted, all the verti es v() are equal, say, v0 . Hen e
is part of star (v0 ). But then must be the whole star, be ause there is only one free fa e per
tetrahedron.
Claim 3. If ore( ) separates then so does .
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Alexander duality implies that a sub omplex of a 3-sphere separates if and only if it has nontrivial 2-dimensional homology. The 3-dimensional omplex ollapses down to a 2-dimensional
sub omplex 0 , whi h ontains ore( ). Sin e 0 has dimension 2, it is lear that the (relative)
homology group H3 ( 0 ; ore( )) vanishes. Hen e, the map  in the exa t sequen e
H3 ( ; ore( ))
/

H2 ( ore( ))  / H2 ( )
/



H3 ( 0 ; ore( )) = 0
is inje tive, and the laim is proved.
Let us further analyze the above situation. The aim is to reveal the ombinatorial properties
of omplexes that appear as a ore (in addition to the topologi al ones that we have already
seen). In Se tion 5 we will show how to guarantee these properties using stellar subdivisions.
Consider now the stru ture of lo ally, restri ted to the (open) star of a vertex v0 . This
vertex star is divided by ore( ) into several pie es and is a union of some of these pie es:

Lemma 8. Let ; 0 2 star (v0 ) be tetrahedra in the same pie e, that is, su h that there is a
dual path in star (v0 ) between  and 0 that does not meet ore( ). If  2 and v() = v0 ,
then 0 2 and v(0 ) = v0 .
Corollary 9. For every vertex v0 of ore( ) the omplex whi h is generated by f 2 : v() =
v0 g is the losure of a union of omponents of star (v0 ) n ore( ).
Furthermore, two su h omponents that orrespond to di erent v0 's interse t at most in odimension one, and if so, then this interse tion is in luded in ore( ).

Figure 7: illustrates Corollary 9

5. A ounterexample
Proposition 7 makes one ask for a 2-dimensional simpli ial omplex , without a free edge
(every edge is ontained in at least two triangles), whi h does not separate (that is, H2 ( ; Z) =
f0g), and whi h is embeddable in R3 (in parti ular, H1 ( ; Z) has no torsion). Su h 2-dimensional
omplexes do exist. The most prominent examples are probably Borsuk's \dun e hat" [6, 24℄,
and Bing's \house with two rooms" [2℄ [10, p. 4℄, whi h are even ontra tible.
To keep the onstru tions for the following simpler, we shall put an extra ondition on the
omplexes we look at: we want them to be \essentially manifolds," that is, we want every point
to have a losed neighborhood that is homeomorphi either to two or to three triangles that are
joined together at a ommon edge. (Thus, we admit singular urves, along whi h a manifold
bran hes into three parts, but we do not admit singular points that may be more ompli ated
than the points on a singular urve.)
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x3

x1

x2

B has two rooms: The downstairs room is onne ted
to the outside via the himney through the upstairs room, the upstairs room
is onne ted to the outside via the himney through the downstairs room.

Figure 8: The omplex

In the following, we provide an as- on rete-as-possible des ription of a spe i ounterexample
of this type. Further ounterexamples of the same type may be obtained along the same lines.
Our point of departure is a modi ation B of Bing's house. Two extra walls are missing that
would usually be added to make the interior of ea h room simply onne ted ( f. Figure 8).
This B an be embedded into a pile of 2  3  4 ubes | a ubi al omplex. Triangulate the pile
by the arrangement of hyperplanes x x = k to get a simpli ial omplex ( f. Figure 9). Add
a one over the boundary to get the boundary of a simpli ial 4-polytope Q (any subdivision
by a hyperplane arrangement is \ oherent"/\regular"; f. [25, Le ture 5℄).
i

j

Figure 9

This polytope ontains a triangulation of B as a sub omplex, whi h we also denote by B. The
verti es of this sub omplex now get \ olors" 0, 1, or 2, by assigning to ea h vertex the sum of
its oordinates modulo 3. The only edges that join verti es of the same olor are the diagonals
of the ubes, whi h are not in B. The two himneys look as in Figure 10.
1
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0

0

2

0

2

0

1

0

2

1

2

0

2

The upper himney:
2
2

2

1
2

1

1

1

0

0

2

1

0

1

2

1

0

2

0

1

0

The lower himney:
0
0

Figure 10

We now perform a sequen e of stellar subdivisions on fa es of Q, as follows:
 Perform stellar subdivisions on verti al edges in the himneys, namely in the upper himney
on the two edges with labels 02 , and in the lower himney on the two edges with labels 10
( f. Figure 11).
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Figure 11

The resulting new edges in the himneys (four ea h; dashed edges in Figure 11) are interpreted
as marking the boundary between \inside" and \outside" in the himneys. No olor is given to
these four new verti es.
With the dashed separation edges in pla e, we now have a hieved the situation that every
triangle in the ore is adja ent to exa tly two of \outside", \upstairs" and \downstairs". Furthermore, if a triangle is adja ent to \outside" then it has a 0- olored vertex, for \upstairs" it
has a 1- olored vertex, and for \downstairs" a 2- olored vertex.
 Now perform stellar subdivisions on all simpli es not in B for whi h all proper fa es belong
to B (all of these fa es are edges). Thus B be omes an indu ed sub omplex.
For example, this operation needs to be performed on the main diagonals of the original ubes.
 Whenever there are two non-adja ent verti es v1 ; v2 2 B and a vertex w 62 B su h that both
fw; v1 g and fw; v2 g are edges, perform a stellar subdivision on one of these edges. After these
operations, we have a hieved the property that for any two non-adja ent verti es of B, the interse tion of their stars is ontained in B (it may be empty).
For example, su h subdivisions will be made for v1 ; v2 taken to be the endpoints of a main ube
diagonal and w the new subdivision vertex on the diagonal, and when v1 ; v2 are on the boundary
of the pile and w the one vertex.
(A more eÆ ient onstru tion, suÆ ient for our purpose, would perform the subdivisions only
if v1 and v2 have the same olor, or if they are both adja ent to the same vertex of B on the
boundary between \inside" and \outside" in one of the himneys.)
The result of all these operations is now alled P  . Thus the polytope P , a ounterexample
to Perles' original onje ture, is obtained as its polar dual. It remains to name the vertex star
pie es that we want to atta h to B in order to get a Perles- ontradi ting sub omplex. For that
purpose we use the vertex labels, and pro eed a ording to the s heme
label
0
1
2

partial vertex star

! outside
! upstairs room
! downstairs room

If a vertex with label 2 does not tou h the downstairs room, then no partial vertex star is
assigned, et . The union of these partial vertex stars is a non-separating sub omplex, all
whose tetrahedra have exa tly one free triangle opposite to `their' vertex of B; this is guaranteed
by the interse tion property of the vertex stars dis ussed above.
6. Conne tivity
Finally, we verify that our ounterexample does not even satisfy the weak Perles onje ture,
that is, is dually 3- onne ted. Our arguments will be general enough to work as well for
other ounterexamples of the same type (where the ore is essentially a manifold). Of ourse,
for spe i
ounterexamples, 3- onne tedness ould as well be veri ed by expli it omputer
al ulation. This has been done for the example by N. Witte [23℄ to be presented in www.
eg-models.de.
Remove two tetrahedra 1 ; 2 from . We want to join any two remaining tetrahedra 1 ; 2
by a dual path, avoiding 1 ; 2 . This path is onstru ted in three steps:
1. Join 1 ; 2 to tetrahedra whi h have a full-dimensional interse tion with ore( ).
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2. Join these full-dimensional interse tions by a dual path in ore( ).
3. Lift this path to a path in .
Step 1 follows from a simple fa t about graphs of 3-polytopes:
Lemma 10. Every tetrahedron  2 an be joined to some tetrahedron with full-dimensional
interse tion with ore( ), avoiding 1 ; 2 .
Proof. The dual graph of the star of v() in  orresponds to a (simple) 3-dimensional polytope,
and is therefore 3- onne ted. Any dual path form  to a tetrahedron in a di erent omponent
has to pass through ore( ).
For Step 2, we need some preparation. In view of Step 3, we onsider a graph GB de ned
as follows: its nodes are the two-fa es of ore( ), and its edges orrespond to pairs (1 ; 2 ) of
two-fa es whi h share a one-fa e %, and whi h an be joined by a dual path in star(%; ) n ore( ).

1

%

2

Figure 12

We are interested in the subgraphs of GB that are indu ed by those nodes (triangles) that lie in
the star of a vertex of ore( ).
Lemma 11. Let % be a one-fa e of the triangle  2 ore( ). Then there is at least one more
triangle  0 2 ore( ) whi h ontains %, and is joined to  by an edge in GB .
Proof.  is overed from both sides with tetrahedra " and # 2 ore( ). The verti es v(" ) 6=
v (# ) are both verti es of  , so that every edge of  ontains at least one of them.
Corollary 12. For every vertex v 2 ore( ), the subgraph of GB indu ed by the triangles in ident to v is 2- onne ted.
Proof. If v is a regular vertex (all in ident edges have degree 2 in ore( )), then the orresponding
lo al subgraph of GB is a y le: It is the dual graph of the star of v in ore( ).
If v is a singular vertex (two in ident edges have degree 3 in ore( )), then the subgraph of
GB is a union of three paths between two nodes.
Now, to verify 3- onne tivity of GB , we use the following simple but very useful observation
of Naatz:
Theorem 13 ([18, Theorem 3.3℄). A graph G on at least k + 1 verti es is k- onne ted if and
only if for every two verti es v and w at distan e 2 there are at least k independent v-w-paths
in G.
Proposition 14. GB is 3- onne ted.
Proof. Remove two nodes/triangles 1 ; 2 from GB , and denote 0 ; 1 the two nodes whi h we
want to join by a 1 ; 2 -avoiding path. In ore( ), the interse tion 1 \ 2 ontains at most two
verti es. Now the 1-skeleton of ore( ) is 3- onne ted (e. g. by Naatz' lemma). Thus there is a
1 \ 2 -avoiding vertex-edge-path in ore( ) from a vertex of 0 to some vertex of 1 . That is,
there are verti es v0 ; : : : ; v of ore( ) su h that v0 2 0 , v 2 1 , and the fv ; v 1 g's are edges
of ore( ).
k

k

0

v0
1

vk

Figure 13
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i
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2 ore( ) adja ent to the edges fv 1 ; v g.
i

i
vi

1

vi

i

i+1
vi+1

Figure 14

By Corollary 12, onse utive triangles  and  +1 an be joined within the star of v , avoiding
i

1 ; 2 .

i

i

Finally, we get Step 3 for free:
Corollary 15. is dually 3- onne ted.
Proof. Be ause ore( ) is indu ed,  \ ore( ) is a fa e of  . If  \ ore( ) is a triangle, remove
the orresponding node from GB . If  \ ore( ) is an edge, remove the edge from GB , whi h is
ut by  . By Lemma 10, we an assume that we want to join two tetrahedra 1 ; 2 2 whi h
interse t ore( ) in triangles 1 and 2 respe tively. By Lemma 14 we an nd a path from 1
to 2 in the remaining graph. This path an be lifted to a dual path whi h joins 1 and 2 , and
whi h avoids 1 ; 2 .
i

i

i

i

i

7. Remarks
It seems reasonable to ask whether every indu ed, 3- onne ted, 3-regular, non-separating and
planar (!) subgraph of the graph of a simple 4-polytope is the graph of a fa et. For d > 4,
the natural ondition that ould repla e the \planar" would be \isomorphi to the graph of a
(d 1)-polytope." However, there is no e e tive (polynomial time) method available to he k
whether this ondition is satis ed, for d > 4.
Does the 120- ell satisfy the Perles onje ture?
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